More new products on parade

Mineral feeder

Williams Fence of C.N.Y. Inc. offers a Pride-Tuff natural-grazing mineral feeder with three partitions that hold up to 200 pounds of loose supplement. Suggested retail: $200. Contact: Melissa or Dan, 315-841-4910. Booth: D-635.

Next-gen sawmill

NORWOOD Industries’ LumberMate Pro MX34 can boost production up to 40% over previous model with its self-locking saw head, auto blade-bandwheel brake, auto-clutch system and auto lube. Handles logs up to 34 inches and board widths up to 28 inches. Suggested retail: $6,995. Contact: Customer service, 800-567-0404. Booth: CP-240A.

Reinforced silage covers

EAGLE Dairy Direct’s FeedFresh silage covers integrate the strength of laminated string reinforcement with an oxygen-transmission reduction barrier to reduce dry-matter losses and increase feed digestibility. Contact: Victoria Diegnan, 315-433-1238, extension 5668. Booth: D-BAD.

Steel-roofed freespan


Truck tire sidewalls

Meyers’ nylon truck-tire sidewalls are a wireless and waterless solution for bunker silos and drive-over pile coverage. Contact: Danny Nadler, 888-581-5488. Booth: D-710.

Tracked ATV

ABIE Brothers’ Range Runner is a track-driven ATV for ag and utilities. Powered by a three-cylinder diesel, it has a hydrostatic transmission and auxiliary hydraulics. Suggested retail: $38,000. Contact: Paul Mabie, 315-687-7891. Booth: HT-C4.

Vertical feed mixer flows better

UHN North America’s VT 1100 Vertical Maxx mixer is part of the new generation of vertical twin-auger mixers. It has two-speed planetary drives and mixing chambers with steeper baffles for greater feed movement with less horsepower. The redesigned tub offers a lower loading height and smaller tread width by placing tires under the unit shell. Contact: Scott Borgwardt, 608-897-2131. Booth: CP-B.

Round baler

NEW Holland’s RollBelt 450 utility baler makes dense, weather-resistant, 4-by-5-foot dry hay bales. Choose from twine only Auto-Wrap II or Bale Command II with deluxe twine or deluxe net/twine wrapping. Suggested retail: twine only, $19,356; net/twine, $26,031. Contact: Curtis Hoffman, 717-355-3222. Booth: CP-AA.

Vertical-till tool offers high speed


Ventilation fan


Wind turbine

PYRUS Energy’s Northern Power wind turbine begins generating power at 6 mph wind speeds. With average annual wind speeds of 11 mph, the gearless design can produce 80,000 to 135,000 kilowatt-hours. Contact: Court Rutherford, 315-834-6406. Booth: D-BD.

Shaving machine

Bernie Riopel Mfg. rep will show the Mini Ox Shav, a three-point hitch shaving machine that operates with a 30-horsepower tractor. Contact: Bernie Riopel, 603-491-7671. Booth: D-UD.
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Silage barrier film

RUNO Rimini’s Silostop Clear two-step oxygen barrier film is a 1.8-mil-liliter film that’s stronger, stretchier and better than ever at reducing top spoilage. Contact: Shawn Ryan, 602-329-0358. Booth: CP-184A.